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7221-187, Interactive Flat Screen Panel Bid 
 
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
 

1. Can you please provide us with a vendor/contractor data form and/or format for the pricing for 
each requested sku?  Or would you like us to create our own spreadsheet? 
 
Answer: Vendors should create their own form. 

 
2. Given the contract will run from February 1 to September 30, what percentage of orders will be 

expected to be installed by July 6? 
 
Answer: All orders will be expected to be installed by July 6th unless there are building delays.  
These will be installed in a newly constructed elementary school. 

 
3. When should we expect to receive purchase orders for July 6 completion? 

 
Answer: The selection of the winning bid will be in February and the board will vote on the 
selection on February 18th.  The purchase order will follow the next week or sooner.  

 
4. Can you tell us the panel sizes that will require the power or non-powered mobile mount? 

 
Answer: The mobile carts should support either a 70in or 75in flat panel. 
 

5. With regard to mounting, what type of surfaces are we mounting to?  Also, mounts by others?  
Lastly, install during business hours? 
 
Answer: Cinder block or drywall are the two surfaces for mounting flat panels. Since this is 
new construction, all installs will be during normal business hours. 
 

6. Will the interactive displays be installed at a single school or multiple schools? 
 
Answer:  All flat panels will be installed at a single site. 
 

7. What is the location(s) of the installation? 
 
Answer:  The flat panels will be installed in a newly constructed elementary school located in 
Conyers, GA.   
 

8. The Scope of Work equipment specifications in Section 1.1 do not call for an integrated PC in the 
displays.  What type of computer will be used with the displays (laptop, desktop, Mac, Windows, 
Chrome)? 
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Answer: The district will purchase computers separately.        
 

9. The contract on page 17 calls for a single fixed/firm price for the project.  Section 1.1 on page 14 
appears to call for (58) 70” displays, (58) 75” displays, (58) Non-Powered Stands, and (58) 
Powered Stands.  Should all of these items be priced together with a single grand total?  If not, 
in what format would you like to see each option priced? 
 
Answer: Please provide a separate line item total for each product and quantity.   
 

10. Who will be creating the user interface for these flat screen panels?  We are interested, if we 
can also create the user interface and provide the hardware. 
 

Answer:  The flat panels will be used to display Windows devices.  A specific interface should 
not be needed. 
 

11. The bid requires two VGA ports on the IFP’s.  Many manufacture’s either no long add a VGA port 
to their devices or include only 1 VGA port.  If the proposed panel has 1 VGA port, will you 
accept a VGA to USB adapter to meet this requirement for the second VGA port? 
 
Answer: One VGA port will be acceptable.  
 

12. Can you provide more detail on the mobile cart that you are requesting?  Specifically the 
powered vs non-powered mobile stands. 
 

Answer:  The mobile carts listed in the bid need to meet the criteria written in the bid.  As an 
educational institution, we are bound to get the best product possible using the public funds 
allocated for this purpose.  In recommending a mobile cart, please keep in mind the cart will 
be used in an elementary setting with young children.  Additionally, mobile carts need to 
accommodate 70 or 75 inch flat panels. 
 

13. Can we provide a larger screen size with same price features? 
 

Answer:  Flat panels may be larger.    
 

14. Are the specified screens based on a particular manufacturer?  Can you name the 
manufacturer? 
 

Answer:  The flat panels listed in the bid need to meet the criteria outlined and are not based 
on any particular manufacturer.  As an educational institution, we are bound to get the best 
product possible using the public funds allocated for this purpose. 
 

15. Is the bid going to be for the total quantity listed?  Ordered at one time? 
 

Answer:  For this bid, quantities will be ordered in bulk for the final product selected.  For 
example, the school system will order either 70” or 75” panels, not both. 
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16. The display specification calls for (2) VGA inputs in addition to several others on each display.  
Will the District accept displays that feature (1) VGA input and substitute the 2nd VGA input with 
a digital input? 
 
Answer: One VGA port will be acceptable.  
 

17. Will all of the displays be placed on a single order or multiple orders from the District? 
 
Answer: All flat panels will be installed at a single site. 
 

18. Do you have any requirements for professional development or training on the software used 
on these panels? 
 
Answer: If there is a specific software package available with the flat panel, a professional 
development/training line item may be added to the bid.  
 

19. You don’t mention anything about the interactive software.  Do you have any requirements or 
are you planning to bring your own? 
 
Answer: There are no specific requirements for interactive software.  
 

20. Do you prefer a modular built in PC for the panel? 
 

Answer:  No 
 

21. How far away will the teacher or input computers be located from the panel? 
 
Answer:  Mounted flat panels specify a 25’ HDMI cable.  Flat panels on carts will use a 6’ HDMI 
cable. 
 

22. Do you prefer to have a cable package with raceway and faceplate with junction box?  Are the 
ceilings typically drop ceiling? 
 
Answer:  Raceway can be used to conceal power cords if necessary.  No faceplate with 
junction box is needed. 
 
All ceilings are drop ceilings. 
 

23. What connections do you prefer on the faceplate connection with cables?  HDMI, BGA+3.5 
audio, USB, RCA? 
 
A faceplate is not needed 
 

24. What is the construction material of the walls, cinder block? 
 
Answer: Of the five wall mounted flat panesl, four will be mounted on cinderblock/concrete 
walls and one will be mounted on drywall..  
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25. Do you require any optional external speakers? 
 
Answer:  No, unless the flat panel has poor sound quality. 

 
26. We are unable to propose a 75” Interactive Panel.  We are proposing a 55”, 70”, and 86”.  Will 

this be acceptable to the District? 
 
Answer: Yes 

 
27. Will installations take place during normal business hours? 

 

a. Will after business hours or weekends/holidays be required? 
 
Answer: All panels will be installed in a newly constructed elementary school. Installations 
should take place during normal business hours.  However, depending on the completion of 
the building, after business hours or weekends/holidays may be required.  
 

28. Are there any time constraints, or will rooms be accessible during normal business hours (e.g. 
8am-5pm, M-F)? 
 
Answer: All panels will be installed in a newly constructed elementary school. Installations 
should take place during normal business hours.  However, depending on the completion of 
the building, after business hours may be necessary.  

 
29. Does the building have multiple levels? 

 

a.  Is there a freight elevator or elevator available at each location? 
 
Answer: Yes.  

 
30. Will installations be throughout the District?  Or are there specific locations receiving the 

displays? 
 
Answer: The flat panels will be installed in a newly constructed elementary school located in 
Conyers, GA.   

 
31. Are there any known factors that would affect the installation (e.g. historic buildings, hazardous 

materials /asbestos)? 
 
Answer: No. The flat panels will be installed in a newly constructed elementary school located 
in Conyers, GA.   
 

32. Is there electric power connection on wall/ceiling for displays? 
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a.  Where will the displays be installed in relation to the location of the electrical outlet (e.g. Is 
display to be mounted in front of the existing outlet, or to the side?  If to the side, what’s 
the maximum distance from the outlet to the display?) 

 
Answer: Yes, for wall mounted flat panels, there will an electric power outlet on the wall.  The 
outlet should be no more than 8ft away.  
 

33. The Wall Mounted Displays 
 

a. What is the wall construction (e.g. cinderblock, wood framing w/drywall, concrete, etc.)? 
 
Answer: Of the five wall mounted flat panesl, four will be mounted on cinderblock/concrete 
walls and one will be mounted on drywall.  

 
34. Do you have the capacity to hold display’s at the installation location or is warehouse/redelivery 

needed? 
 

a. If so, do locations have loading dock or will lift gate trucks be required? 
 
Answer: There will be no access to a loading dock.  

 
35. We are assuming you will need off-site trash? 

 
Answer: All trash will need to be taken off-site.  

 
36. In section 1.1 of the bid specification scope of work, 70” and 75” panels mounted to a mobile 

stand are listed.  Please advise whether input cables are required for these panels, and if so, 
what type (HDMI, VGA, USB, etc.), what quantity, and what length of cables are required? 
 
Answer: A six foot HDMI cable is acceptable for panels on mobile carts.  
 

37. For the 55” panels that are to be wall-mounted, is a connection wall plate needed in the room?  
If so, what connections are needed on that plate (HDMI, VGA, USB)? 
 

a. Does the in-wall cabling need to be plenum-rated? 
b. What is the wall type (sheetrock, concrete block, etc.)? 
c. Does the cabling from the wall plate need to be run raceway or inside the wall? 
d. What is the ceiling type (drop ceiling with acoustic tiles, open/exposed ceiling, hard ceiling, 

etc.) 
 
Answer:  

There will be no need for a wall plate. 
a. There will no cabling in the wall. 
b. Concrete block 
c. Raceway may be needed for the power cord only.   
d. Drop ceiling 
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38. The 55” panel spec lists a 25’ HDMI cable – is that to be a loose cable or is it planned to be 
permanently installed? 

 
Answer: Loose cable 

 
 


